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Mining Amazon Web Services: Building Applications with the Amazon APISybex, 2004
Profit with Amazon Web Services—as a Buyer, Seller, or Independent      Developer
      
      In a few short years, Amazon has evolved from an online      bookstore into a complex marketplace comprised of thousands of vendors, millions      of customers, and an ever-widening selection of products.
      ...
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Magento 1.3 Theme DesignPackt Publishing, 2009
Magento is the hottest and most powerful e-commerce software around and it has gained massive popularity in a short period. By using Magento's powerful theming engine, you can control the look, content, and functionality, and easily launch a flexible e-commerce web site. However, because of its powerful features, developing Magento themes is easier...
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Pro Website Development and Operations: Streamlining DevOps for large-scale websites (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012

	Pro Website Development and Operations gives you the experience you need to create and operate a large-scale production website. Large-scale websites have their own unique set of problems regarding their design—problems that can get worse when agile methodologies are adopted for rapid results. Managing large-scale...
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Beginning OS X Lion Apps Development (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2011

	Mac OS X offers an amazing development environment for scores of technologies. It seems that
	developers from numerous camps are migrating to Mac en masse. Scan the room at any Ruby or
	Rails conference, for example, and you’ll see programmers coding on Macs almost exclusively. As
	developers move to Mac, almost inevitably they...
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Foundation Website Creation with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScriptFriends of Ed, 2012

	Foundation Website Creation with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript shows the entire process of building a website. This process involves much more than just technical knowledge, and this book provides all the information you'll need to understand the concepts behind designing and developing for the Web, as well as the best means...
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Java 7 Concurrency CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	When you work with a computer, you can do several things at once. You can hear music while

	you edit a document in a word processor and read your e-mail. This can be done because

	your operating system allows the concurrency of tasks. Concurrent programming is about the

	elements and mechanisms a platform offers to have multiple tasks...
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Developing B2B Social Communities: Keys to Growth, Innovation, and Customer LoyaltyApress, 2013

	Developing B2B Social Communities: Keys to Growth, Innovation, and Customer Loyalty explains why business-to-business companies need a robust online community strategy to survive and flourish in today’s changing economy and shows you how to design and execute your company’s strategy successfully.

...
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Get the Girls OutHarperCollins, 1970

	I was going to write a business book – a career journal filled

	with clever learnings, sage advice and world-changing missions

	– but I was struggling, big time. By struggling, I mean I hated

	every word. I spent more than two years producing bursts of

	word count, then rereading and deleting them.





	Then...
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Developing Web Applications with Visual Basic. NET and ASP.NETJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
John Alexander and bestselling author Billy Hollis show programmers how to develop enterprise-level Web applications using Microsoft's popular programming language--Visual Basic.NET.
    
* Features the incomparable insights and programming know-how of two popular Microsoft insiders, arming developers with proven tips and workarounds to...
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Windows 8 and Office 2013 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Learn to:

	
		Navigate the Windows 8 Start screen
	
		Create user accounts and set passwords
	
		Use Word, Excel®, PowerPoint®, and Outlook®



	Master the basics of


	Windows 8 and Office 2013!


	Windows and Office work together to turn your PC into a...
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The Power of Real-Time Social Media Marketing: How to Attract and Retain Customers and Grow the Bottom Line in the Globally Connected WorldMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Today's Hottest Trends for On-the-Spot Marketing!


	"A must read for media and marketers.”

	—Alan Cohen, CEO, OMD USA


	"What do fish tacos, data storage, and disaster relief all have in common? Each has harnessed the power of marketing that amplifies via the real-time social web....
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BuddyPress Theme DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	A hands-on guide to customize and embellish your BuddyPress website


	Overview

	
		Learn the anatomy of a BuddyPress theme
	
		Be guided through BuddyPress theme development from conceptualization to testing
	
		Go beyond designing and work with additional functionalities


...
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